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8 If  Paul’s sister is six years older 

than he was  four years ago, and in 

two years Paul will be 8, how is his 

sister? 

In the questions below complete the number 

sequences with the next correct answer.   

Mark the correct answer on your answer 

sheet. 

1 10 17 24 31 38 (?)
       
       

2 19 38 34 68 64 (?)
       
       

3 71 65 59 53 47 41 (?)
       
       

4 4 4 8 12 20 (?)
       
       

5 6 19 12 25 18 31 (?)
       
       

6 98 95 91 88 84 (?)
       
       

7 16 32 40 80 88 (?)
       

In the questions below select one word from 

the top set of brackets and one word from the 

bottom set of brackets that are the most 

similar in meaning.  Mark your answers on 

your answer sheet. 

9 (police inferno water) 

   

(criminal fall fire) 

   

   

10 (trick honest show) 

   

(magician deceive treat) 

   

   

11 (sweet belief sweat) 

   

(perspire exercise humble) 

   

   

12 (thread tail pull) 

   

(rodent knit yarn) 

   

   

13 (machine draw mimic) 

   

(actor theatre copy) 

   

   

14 (audience reveal applaud) 

   

(clap cheer celebrate) 

   

   

15 (think expense negotiate) 

(plea bargain argue) 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below complete the letter 

sequences with the correct pair of letters.  

There is an alphabet to help you. 

Example 

AB CD EF GH IJ 

Answer KL 

16 FI  IG   LE   OC   RA   UY      (??) 

      

      

      

17 TP   OT   LW   GA   DD (??) 

      

      

      

18 CC   IX   NT   RQ   UO (??) 

      

      

      

19 RV   PX   OY   MA  LB   JD (??) 

      

      

      

20 MK   NG   OI   PE   QG   RC (??) 

       

       

       

21 UI   YF   AC   EZ   GW (??) 

       

       

       

22 GZ   HY   FX   IW   EV   JU (??) 

       

       

In the questions below select the word that 

best goes with each sentence.  Mark both 

answers on your answer sheet. 

Example 

Little is to 

(large   life    tiny) 

as true is to  

(tale   false   truth) ANSWER = FALSE

23 tree is to 

(roots  branch   leaf) 

As house is to 

(address  foundations  road) 

24 Running is to 

(track   shoes   athlete) 

As swimming is to 

(exercise   fish   pool) 

25 Knit is to 

(wool  nit  needle) 

As plain is to 

(plan   normal   plane) 

26 Fish is to 

(water   gills   swim) 

As human is to 

(lungs   life   earth) 

  

27 triangle is to 

(circle   ninety   three) 

As square is to 

(brick   pentagon   four)    

28 Pebble is to 

(river  beach   rock) 

As sapling  is to 

(weak   tree   grow) 
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In the questions below the world on the 

right is made from the word on the left. 

Using the same pattern find the word in 

the brackets from the word on the left 

29 (leaped leap) (hunted hunt) 

(growth [ ? ]) 

  

30 (moaned mad) (grades gas) 

(breast [ ? ]) 

  

31 (listed isle)    (driver ride) 

(grades   [?] )

  

32 (hasten hats)  (jester jets) 

(master   [?] )
  

33 (driver dive) (raised rise) 

(places [ ? ]) 

  

34 
(united  dent)  (stream  mate) 

(months  [ ? ] )
  

35 (latest let) (estate eat) 

(banish [ ? ]) 

. 

In the questions below select the letter that 

best completes the word on the left and starts 

the word on the right. 

Example 

gri ?? og 

ha  ?? oll 

Answer D 

36 hunte ?? oam 

nea ?? eality 

  

37 snatc ?? ate 

dept ?? arm 

  

38 nigh ?? orn 

sil ?? erm 

  

39 ven ?? ip 

dream ?? otal 

  

40 focu ?? hovel 

bu ?? hard 

  

41 kin ?? allop 

lon ?? runt 

  

42 tha ?? aist 

dre ?? ilt 
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52 (ham stun ton 

(slip sing mock) 

   

   

53 (flow avail follow 

(able ring water) 

   

   

54 (make life grim) 

(turn guide ace) 

   

   

55 (age hall spite) 

(full keep less) 

   

   

56 (car road ship) 

(ton smoke food) 

   

   

57 (hi his my) 

(side story way) 

   

   

58 (go run off) 

(end far top) 

   

   51 What month will it be in 6 months time 

if three months before last it was 

December?  

In the questions below you must match 

the number code to the correct word. The 

codes are not written in the same order as 

the words and one code is not there.  

You must then use the codes to answer 

the questions that follow:- 

NILE NICE LINE PIPE 

3251 5231 3281

43 What is the code for LICE? 

44 What is the code for NINE? 

45 What is the word for 281? 

46 What is the code for INLINE? 

HARM VANS HAMS SAND 

1237 4256 1276 

47 What is the word for 2376? 

48 What is the code for RAN? 

49 What is the word for 7266? 

50 What is the word for 6127? 

In the questions below you must choose one 

word from the top brackets and one word 

from the bottom brackets so that a new word 

is created. 

Example 

(time   clock   speak) 

(wish   less   more)  

Answer - TIMELESS 
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In the questions below a three letter word has 

been taken from each of the words in capitals.  

Select the word you think is missing from the 

answersheet. 

Example 

The CHER taught lots of lessons. 

Answer TEA 

59 The POICIANS discussed the new 

laws in parliament. 

60 The Mona Lisa is one of the most 

famous PAINGS in the world. 

61 I am sorry but this behaviour is not 

ACCEPLE. 

62 The motorcyclist wore a dark LHER 

jacket. 

63 You can PRNT disease spreading by 

washing your hands. 

64 If you need help please do not 

HEATE to contact me. 

65 The book gave the girl all the 

INMATION she needed. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below work out the how the 

word changes into the code.  Use this pattern 

to work out the new word or code.. 

Example 

The code for OILS is LFIP 
work out the code for GOAL

Answer DLXL 

66 The code for TIMES is GRNVH 

What is the code for HOPED 

67 The code for VESTS is XJUYU 

What is the word for AFEMV 

68 The code for EARN is JCWP 

What is the code for DISK 

69 The code for WINTER is YNPYGW 

What is the code for VARIED 

70 The code for QUARTER is  SBCYVLT 

What is the word for VOQBIOV 

71 The code for STRUNG is KRJSFE 

What is the word for GDXGUC 

72  The code for JUNGLE is QFMTOV 

What is the code for YAWNED 
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In the questions below you must try to make 

the sum balanced. 

Example 

4 + 6 + 4 = 3 x 3 + (?) 

ANSWER 5 

73 4 x 8 + 9 = 6 x 6 + 7 – (?) 

74 11 x 9 – 28 = 35 + 45 – (?) 

75 45 ÷ 5 – 4 = 7 x 4 ÷ 2 – (?) 

76 12 x 12 ÷ 2 – 16 = 4 x 5 + 17 + ( ? ) 

77 8 x 7 x 2 = 45 x 3 – 12 – ( ? ) 

78 6 x 4 ÷ 12 = 38 ÷ 2 – 8 – ( ? ) 

79 72 ÷ 8 – 5 = 16 x 2 ÷ ( ? ) 

80 If Chris is 12 next year and last 

year Fred was three times as old 

as Chris was, how old was Fred 

two years ago? 


